The offshore renewable energy sector has challenging requirements related to the physical simulation of the ocean environment for the purpose of evaluating energy generating technologies. In this paper the demands of the wave and tidal energy sectors are considered, with measurement and characterisation of the environment explored and replication of these conditions described. This review examines the process of advanced ocean environment replication from the sea to the tank, and rather than an exhaustive overview of all approaches it follows the rationale behind projects led, or strongly connected to, the late Professor Ian Bryden. This gives an element of commonality to the motivations behind marine data acquisition programmes and the facilities constructed to take advantage of the resulting datasets and findings. This review presents a decade of flagship research, conducted in the United Kingdom, at the interfaces between physical oceanography, engineering simulation tools and industrial applications in the area of offshore renewable energy. Wave and tidal datasets are presented, with particular emphasis on the novel tidal measurement techniques developed for tidal energy characterisation in the Fall of Warness, Orkney, UK. Non-parametric wave spectra characterisation methodologies are applied to the European Marine Energy Centre's (EMEC) Billia Croo wave test site, giving complex and highly realistic site-specific directional inputs for simulation of wave energy sites and converters. Finally, the processes of recreating the resulting wave, tidal, and combined wave-current conditions in the FloWave Ocean Energy Research Facility are presented. The common motivations across measurement, characterisation, and test tank are discussed with conclusions drawn on the strengths, gaps and challenges associated with detailed site replication.
Introduction

Motivation
Improved fundamental understanding of oceanic and coastal processes, across spatial scales from centimetres to kilometres, and particularly in areas of complex inter-process interaction, is required to accelerate the sustainable exploitation of our seas as an energy resource. Recognition of this requirement has led to multiple UK and international research projects being conceived, funded and executed. Focusing on programmes of work in the UK, this paper provides research highlights of four major projects, conducted between 2009 and 2018, which have made progress against this broad research challenge. A combination of published and new unpublished research related to progress in the field is presented.
The work of ReDAPT 1 [1, 2] , FloWave [3, 4] , and multiple components of the UKCMER SuperGen Marine programme 2 [5] are discussed.
These works are strongly interlinked in terms of their motivation and scope, in no small part due to the involvement and leadership of the late Professor Ian Bryden, whose research interests ranged across the wave and tidal sectors, and from scale testing to full scale deployment. The wide scope of these projects reflects this. The research activities discussed here span from new methods of measuring & characterising fluid flows to the design and build of a combined wave-current test facility to enable recreation of these captured dynamics at scale. The connection between the work in the sea, at the European Marine Energy Centre (EMEC), and FloWave was remarked upon by Professor Bryden in 2015 upon his departure from the EMEC board, where he noted that "the world's best (by far) full and mid-scale test facility working with the world's best (by far) laboratory test facility represents a powerful opportunity for the marine sector" [6] .
Supporting the development of offshore renewable energy
Many technologies are being developed to extract clean renewable energy from the vast resource available in the global oceans. Offshore Renewable Energy (ORE) offers well-established societal and commercial benefits from the generation of low-carbon electricity (e.g. [7, 8] ). This can assist towards meeting stringent renewable energy and emissions targets required to reduce the impact of climate change. Understanding the complex marine environment allows engineers, with sufficient tools and processes, to replicate key elements and processes in tools used to quantify forces on structures, ultimately helping to develop improved devices and technologies, research on which forms the basis of this paper. This approach is outlined in Fig. 1 . It is an iterative process, building on previous knowledge and lessons learnt. A starting point is measurement of environmental parameters at sea, which typically have a high temporal resolution but with limited duration and poor spatial coverage, due primarily to technical and economic constraints. Therefore hydrodynamic models, calibrated and validated using in-situ measurements, are used to expand the temporal and spatial range of environmental data. Despite often consisting of phase averaged metrics, the extended spatial and temporal coverage provides significantly greater insight into the range and nature of environmental conditions. Validation of these models using site-data, is however of critical importance prior to using the model outputs.
Before engineering tools can be utilised, processing of the input data is required. This includes characterisation of the wave, tidal, and combined conditions; then potential simplification prior to implementation in the chosen simulation tool. There are a wide range of tools used for the design and operation of electro-mechanical systems for ORE, predominantly grouped into physical and numerical simulation. This paper focuses on physical simulation in test tanks. Results obtained from tank testing can also be used to validate numerical models, from relatively simple models such as those based on Blade Element Momentum Theory (BEMT) [9] , to complex Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) considering detailed fluid-structure interaction [10] . Recent works feature two-way coupling of the fluid environment and the electro-mechanical system [11] .
Wave and tidal energy devices are both designed to extract useful power from the energetic marine environment. Despite significant commonality, and the interaction between waves and the tides, there are also major differences between these technologies and the conditions experienced. Different measurement and replication techniques are typically required for conditions at wave and tidal energy sites, so they are primarily dealt with separately in this paper. A focus is given to the recreation of the conditions that ORE devices must operate in, both complex directional wave conditions and combined waves and currents. Increasing the realism of testing improves understanding of performance and helps de-risk device development.
Article layout
The remainder of the article is laid out as follows. Motivation for these works, their position in the wider industrial and research landscape, and background on the established engineering tools and analysis techniques are covered in Section 2. Marine datasets and their underlying measurement techniques appropriate for understanding the complex ocean environment are detailed in Section 3. Section 4 deals with recent progress in converting these captured conditions into useful characterisations and subsequent replication at scale. Whilst the underlying fluid domains overlap, these three sections separately assess environmental condition replication by wave and tidal energy applications to aid clarity. The discussion (Section 5) considers the aggregate impact of all these related projects and summarises the new insights and tools whilst revealing many ongoing challenges and gaps, with conclusions offered in Section 6.
Motivation for replicating the ocean environment
Introduction
There are many well established techniques for characterising the marine environment, with the resulting metrics serving as the input to simulations, both numerical and physical. These methods are often codified into guidance and standard documents, especially in the case of wave characterisation. While this approach has produced standardised tools essential for the commercial assessment of technologies by developers and certification bodies alike, it does tend to preclude the application of the most recent characterisation and replication techniques.
The requirement to replicate the marine conditions is driven by needs of the ocean energy sector, and enabled by the abilities of researchers and facilities to measure, characterise, and reproduce the marine environment. Detailed in the sections below are the motivations for extracting and replicating the detail of the marine environment, as applicable to the wave and tidal energy sectors in particular.
The interaction of ocean energy technologies with the environment is complex, and the desire to accurately replicate behaviour in a research environment has driven advances in facilities and modelling technologies. Multi-directional wave generation has been implemented in facilities world-wide extending the capability and scale first demonstrated in the University of Edinburgh Wide Tank in the 1970s [12] , while several basins now incorporate the ability to produce waves in combination with current. The ability to generate directionally complex combined wave-current sea states was driven forward, in no small part due to Professor Bryden's support and expertise, with research and design efforts into designs for a round wave tank with the ability to generate and absorb waves from 360 degrees with current from any relative angle [13] . The University of Edinburgh Round Tank, as it was known at this stage, was constructed in 2011-2014 and now operates as the FloWave Ocean Energy Research Facility within the School of Engineering, Fig. 2 .
While FloWave and other facilities provide the tools to produce complex sea conditions, their performance can only be as good as the data available to them. The physical measurement aspects of characterising the marine environment are discussed in depth in Section 3, but for this data to be useful it must be characterised in a manner that is practical for replication in a facility or model. The importance and detail of this process is explored in Section 4, but it is informative to first consider the engineering impact and requirements that motivate the measurement, characterisation and replication of the marine environment. The broad variables examined in this paper are summarised Fig. 1 . Diagram depicting the process of utilising site data to drive the conditions simulated in engineering tools.
in Table 1 , and the applications and motivations for more advanced replication techniques are explored below.
Standard practices and guidance for testing ORE devices over the full range of technology readiness levels was reviewed as part of the MaRINET2 project, 3 which also included a gap analysis of published guidance [14] . For tank testing, this mainly builds upon guidance for testing for ships and offshore structures, which are designed not to resonate with the waves and typically avoid highly energetic tidal currents. This study also identified tank testing in combined wavecurrent conditions as one of the key limitations in published guidance.
Wave energy
Energy yield
The energy yield for a proposed wave energy converter (WEC) deployment at a site is typically estimated using the associated bivariate distribution of H m0 and T E (as described in [15, 16] ), along with an equivalent power matrix of a device [17] . These power values are often obtained via numerical modelling or tank tests (e.g. [18, 19] ), with parametric spectra such as JONSWAP [20] or Bretschneider [21] typically used to define the spectral wave conditions generated in test facilities. This common binning approach neglects site-specific features such as the shape of the frequency spectrum, wave directionality (spreading, mean direction, multiple modes), and the presence of currents (magnitude, direction). Responses of floating structures are often characterised as a function of frequency, and hence under this framework it is the precise spectral shape which will determine the true response [22] . In the case of wave energy converter this will influence power output. Indeed, it is noted in [23] that for directionally insensitive devices, the wave groupiness and spectral bandwidth play an important role in power capture performance.
Although a valid approach for certain devices and site characteristics, the aforementioned characterisation of device response as a function of frequency can also be somewhat misleading. Relative motion in multi-body devices is often exploited for power extraction. Clearly, this is strongly correlated to wavelength relative to key device dimensions, such as distance between hinges. The standard dispersion relation describes wavenumber as a function of frequency and depth. This means the response can normally be well characterised by frequency if water depth similitude is preserved between full and model scale; however the presence of even a small current will influence wavelengths significantly and as such will alter the relationship between frequency and device motion (see (1) where is wavelength, angular frequency, k wavenumber, U current velocity, g acceleration due to gravity, and h is the water depth).
In addition, the presence of current will alter the available power and steepness of the sea state [24] . As the available power will not correspond to the assumed-no current-scenario, and the machine efficiency will be misinterpreted. The characterisation of current velocities, for subsequent inclusion in resource assessment, numerical and physical modelling, is therefore important to understand true device response and power capture at a site of interest. The characterisation of device power performance by H m0 and T E , or frequency spectral shape, will also omit the effect of directionality. Although certain devices may align with the dominant wave direction and mean direction is sometimes included in standard binning approaches [15] , the degree of directional spreading associated with a sea state is often omitted and can influence the power capture significantly. It has been suggested that even point absorber devices, often assumed directionally insensitive, are influenced by the degree of directional spreading [25] . In general, directional spread sea states will be associated with reduced power performance as a result of not being aligned to all of the incoming short-crested wave fronts. The inclusion of site-specific energy-frequency distributions, current velocity, and directional characteristics for power performance testing/modelling can be challenging. High-fidelity data is required as a basis, and capable test facilities or numerical models are required for replication. In addition, to capture the range and likely combinations of these parameters within a practically implementable test program, advanced data reduction methods may be required. Recent advances in the characterisation and replication of these complex site-specific features in a practical manner are detailed in Section 4.3.
Loads
It is critical to understand peak loads for the purpose of structural design. The conditions which give rise to these loads must therefore be identified and simulated, either experimentally or in numerical models. As the probability of exceedance associated with extreme conditions is low, and hence unlikely to have been measured, extreme value theory is generally required to extrapolate wave statistics to those associated with a specified return period or probability. The extreme value analysis may be carried out on either single or multiple parameters. For wave analysis this is generally carried out on either H m0 alone [26] [27] [28] or a bivariate combination of H m0 and T E or T p . The bivariate distributions can be obtained using the inverse-first order reliability method (I-FORM) (implemented in [29] [30] [31] ) which is recommended by the EquiMar Protocols for defining extreme conditions for WECs [32] .
As discussed in Section 2.2.1 a bivariate description of the wave climate neglects a number of important features, namely: spectral shape, directional characteristics, and the presence of and magnitude of current. In the context of extreme load estimation it is the largest load experienced in the identified extreme sea states that will inform the structural design; which is classically associated with the largest wave in a given sea state. The aforementioned parameters can significantly alter the nature of these extreme events, by affecting the kinematic and dynamic properties of the waves. Spectral width will alter the steepness of extreme wave events, and current velocity will alter the size, shape and velocities of waves significantly [33] . Directional spreading will generally serve to reduce peak pressures associated with a given extreme event, yet directionality, for certain device types, may induce forces and moments at angles more damaging to key components [34, 35] . Indeed, freak waves have often been attributed to the presence of current [36, 37] and the famous Draupner wave [38] has been suggested to have been a result of two crossing directional spread wave systems [39] . Understanding the true site-specific nature of extreme events is therefore important to properly de-risk device development.
It is possible to include some of these features, by including additional statistical parameters in extreme value analysis; as demonstrated in [40] for the multivariate extreme value analysis of wave height, wave period, and wind speed. A similar approach could be adopted for the inclusion of statistics related to spectral shape, current speed, and wave/current directionality. This is not currently a commonly adopted approach for testing ORE devices however. Additionally, the site-specific spectral form cannot be considered in such approaches, omitting complexities associated with real extreme events.
For the replication of individual extreme conditions expected to give rise to peak loads, there are two dominant approaches. The first is to generate long-run irregular sea states with the desired extreme statistics and to rely on extreme events occurring in the sea state realisation. This approach is demonstrated in Section 4.3.1 for the generation of directional site-specific extreme wave conditions. The alternative approach is to generate focused wave groups, as in the NewWave approach [41] , whereby the most likely expected extreme wave event is generated. The latter has the advantage of only requiring short test lengths, however, is a questionable approach for floating dynamic systems as peak loads are often only weakly correlated to statistics such as the largest wave (see e.g. [42] ). This focused wave group approach is detailed in Section 4.4.2 for the generation of extreme wave events in fast currents for assessing peak loads on seabed mounted (pseudo-stationary) tidal turbines.
Tidal energy
Energy yield
Similar to wave energy, the expected yield from tidal energy converters (TECs) can be significantly affected by site-specific attributes of the flow. Turbulent fluctuations are important, with power output shown to be directly linked to the level (TI) and nature (length-scale) of the turbulence [43] [44] [45] .
Deviation from rectilinear flow will have a significant effect on power output for TECs which cannot yaw their rotor plane [46] , effectively reducing available power by cos 3 . Flows that diverge from rectilinear are frequently observed in prospective tidal energy sites (e.g. [47, 48] ), and as such it is important to quantify this effect, to properly account for the reduced energy extraction for devices which cannot yaw, or the expected motions for those that can. The presence of local topographic and bathymetric features in tidal channels lead to differing depth profiles of mean velocity, imparting varying consequences to energy yield depending on rotor plane vertical positioning and extent. Surface eddies produce large spatially and temporally local flow modifications, as has been captured in datasets collected at the southern extent of the Fall of Warness, Orkney [49] .
In addition to the nature of the current field, waves affect energy yield for both fixed and floating devices. Provided the device can still operate in the conditions, the presence of waves will cause a slight increase in average power due to the cubic relationship between power and flow velocity (effectively
3 ). For floating devices, there is the added complexity that the heave and pitch motions in waves of the floating body will also alter the power output by altering the velocity vector relative to the blade orientation. The presence of large wave-induced velocities may however cause a device to shut down and requires consideration in the engineering design of the electrical system. The degree to which waves will affect the power output will therefore be highly device and site-specific, with the sitespecific attributes of waves mentioned in Section 2.2.1 largely determining the consequences on power output.
The inclusion of site-specific velocity fields in tank tests can be challenging, not least due to the requirement of obtaining data in highly energetic tidal environments. The subsequent replication can also be problematic particularly in relation to turbulent spectra. Recently developed facilities and approaches enable some of these key characteristics to be recreated, with two example approaches outlined in Section 4.4.
Loads
Large unsteady loads are imposed on tidal turbines, resulting from a combination of turbulence, shear, and wave orbital motions [50] [51] [52] [53] . The precise nature of these conditions, and combinations thereof, will determine the peak and fatigue loads experienced by blades and other key components. Peak wave induced loading has been suggested to be most significant of these unsteady loads, and can be several orders of magnitude larger than ambient turbulence [54] . Recent experimental work carried out as part of the FloWTurb project has demonstrated peak wave-induced thrust loads over double those obtained at rated speed in current alone. The reader is referred back to Section 2.2.2 where the site-specific nature of waves and extreme wave events, along with their effect on wave kinematics and dynamics are investigated.
Analogous multivariate extreme analysis approaches can be utilised to infer extreme conditions at tidal sites. The magnitude and relative direction of the current together with directional and spectral characteristics of the wave conditions will determine the wave-induced velocities, and hence subsequent loads on the turbine rotor and structure. With the development of advanced test facilities it is now possible to recreate complex combined wave-current environments. Recent progress, building on the work of multiple predecessor projects, related to this area is detailed in Section 4.3 and 4.4.
Although wave-current combinations may dominate peak loads experienced by tidal turbines, their variability and intermittency means that other factors largely dominate fatigue loading. As the fatigue life of components is determined primarily by the number and magnitude of loading cycles, persistent unsteady loads introduced by shear and turbulence are of major importance. As mentioned, the precise replication of these phenomena can be challenging as technical constraints of flow generation techniques constrain levels of environmental condition replicability. Nevertheless it is important to characterise and understand the nature of turbulence and shear, both at sea and in experimental facilities, to enable quantification of likely discrepancies. The instrument capability and configuration will largely determine the information available for characterisation, and may comprise of simple scaleinvariant metrics such as TI or may consider more detailed characteristics such as flow coherence. This is discussed further in Section 3.3.
Measuring and understanding the ocean environment
Introduction
The collection of meteorological and physical oceanographic (metocean) data has a long history across many sectors including naval and maritime engineering. These metocean datasets play a key role throughout the major tidal energy research projects ReDAPT, PeraWaTT, 4 and X-Med 5 as well as for test facilities such as the European Marine Energy Centre (EMEC) and FloWave. There are a multitude of measurement technologies and techniques to collect this metocean data. Interestingly, the technical challenges of data acquisition vary by application, with deep water posing problems due to the large pressures for example, whereas relatively shallow tidal energy sites feature highly oxygenated waters and cyclic loading leading to accelerated corrosion [55] . Furthermore, the replication of representative sea states for the ocean energy industry places specific requirements on the type and fidelity of the datasets upon which the simulation relies. The datasets and challenges explored here are not comprehensive, but summarise the inputs for the replication and characterisation techniques described in Section 4. In particular, the challenges of collecting metocean data for the specific needs of offshore renewable energy industry are discussed with reference to industry-standard and novel and advanced measurement techniques.
Measuring wave conditions 3.2.1. Wave datasets and deployments
When collecting data (or when accessing legacy datasets) to understand deployment conditions for wave energy converters, it must be considered that metocean datasets vary dramatically in detail and duration. The advanced replication techniques explored in this paper explore directional wave spectra in high fidelity, with representative sea states derived over multi-year periods to give confidence in extreme sea characterisation and seasonality. This places demanding requirements on the datasets used for the characterisation process, a challenge that was a consideration in the EU FP7 funded EquiMar project, which ran from 2008 to 2011 [56] .
Some of the most expansive datasets are associated with large national wave buoy deployments, such as the French CANDHIS (Centre The development of a test site will typically include a site characterisation measurement programme, with the advantage that detailed directional wave spectra are archived. Not only do these detailed spectra allow for a better estimate of the power available for a particular sea state (without recourse to fitting a parametric formulation to the summary statistics), but they also allow the directional detail carried over to a directionally capable laboratory. The remaining challenge has been obtaining datasets of sufficient duration to characterise the resource, but with sites such as EMEC having operated since 2003, datasets in excess of 10 years are now available.
Measurement techniques and technologies
Surface waves, fundamentally, can be measured from either a fixed (Eulerian) or free-floating (Lagrangian) sensor as noted by MS LonguetHiggins [59] and since his pioneering work wave buoys have been deployed for the measurement of gravity surface waves [60] .
In-Situ Wave Measurement. Wave buoys have been traditionally deployed for marine weather forecasting for the maritime industries and provide good quality wave height, period and often direction measurements whilst suffering from poor spatial coverage. Directionality information can be obtained by either measuring the same parameter at multiple points or by measuring different parameters at the same point, with the latter technique used in directional wave buoys through the co-located measurement of body heave, pitch and roll. Historically, time-series of buoy motions are processed on-board, before summary statistics of a selected period (typically 20 min to meet the requirement of pseudo-stationarity for spectral processing) are transmitted via radio telemetry. These time-averaged wave parameters may prove insufficient for ORE applications where access to the time series is required in near real-time for e.g., control applications and deterministic wave models. The quality of buoy-derived time series, for ORE applications, has been noted to be variable and in some cases can require extensive post processing [61] . In addition, it is to be stressed that as buoys do not typically measure current velocity, the presence and subsequent effect of any current on the wave field will be unknown. This results in data contamination: sea state power and steepness will be misinterpreted as the predicted wavelengths and group velocities will not reflect the true ocean conditions (as demonstrated in Section 4.3.2).
By residing on the surface and therefore having access to throughair communications (cellular, radio or satellite) buoys have an advantage over submerged sensors at the expense of exposure to damage caused by human activity and storms. Small diameter shallow-water buoys (developed following advances in micro-electro-mechanical sensors [62] ) provide more dynamic response than their large openocean counterparts whose ability to track the moving surface is hindered by higher inertias and mooring influences [66] . In addition, advances in computational power, data storage and low-power, lowcost telecommunications permit live streaming of raw measurements of buoy motion.
In summary, buoys are the standard method for providing spectral parameters including directional information, are recommended for use in offshore renewable resource assessment [56] and are routinely used at leading European ORE test sites. Whilst proven technology, wave buoys remain expensive to build, deploy and operate and their use can be limited in regions of strong currents. Furthermore, for complex coastal environments (potential locations of ORE farms) large degrees of spatial variation in the wave field are present, necessitating high resolution models to augment point measurements.
Whilst measuring the Doppler shift of suspended particles in a water column and inferring the surrounding fluid's velocity was originally intended for use as a tool in current flow measurement (outlined in Section 3.3) the technique has been extended to measure waves. Combining velocity profiles with routinely installed co-located pressure sensors and echo-location of the air-water interface enables multiple techniques to ascertain wave climate from a single instrument. Sensing from deeper water, however, leads to a diminishing ability to capture higher frequency waves and affects wave direction estimates, whilst direct echo location, which can provide near-direct time series of elevation, provides no directional information. Separately, pressure measurements can be transformed to surface elevation via linear wave theory but again suffer from poor results as depth increases. In addition, breaking waves entrain large volumes of air, which effect the performance of acoustic-based instruments.
Examples of these measurement methods, and their spatial extents scaled against a real-world tidal turbine are shown in Fig. 3 . This depicts a seabed-mounted divergent beam acoustic Doppler profiler (D-ADP), also commonly referred to as an acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP), and two turbine-mounted single beam ADP (SB-ADP) sensors orientated horizontally on the turbine hub and rear. A vertically-orientated SB-ADP provides vertical velocity profiles and echo-location of the air-sea interface. These instrument variants are discussed further in Section 3.3.2. In Fig. 3 a post-processing technique developed during ReDAPT provides online time series of elevation which has been overlaid on the same vertical scale as the ReDAPT tidal energy converter which featured a 20 m rotor plane.
Remote Sensing. A promising but as yet not widely deployed remote sensing technique uses commercially available X-Band radar (which can be installed on fixed or mobile platforms) and operates on the principle of measuring the backscatter of radar energy from the ocean surface. These systems (Miros, WAVEX, SeaDarQ and WaMoS II etc.) offer massive spatial coverage improvements over wave buoys with a typical system being able to cover a swept area of radius 2 km at a spatial resolution down to tens of metres. For spectral sea-state parameters, estimates obtained from X-Band radar measurements have been shown to agree well with those obtained using wave buoys [63] . Beyond spectral information, data processing using linear wave theory as the basis of an inversion technique can provide surface elevation estimates and work is ongoing on post-processing techniques [64] . If further improvements can be delivered these systems would provide ORE farms with wide area coverage of wave climate, along with surface currents for use in device design and operation and maintenance activities.
Measuring tidal environments
Flow characterisation of a tidal energy site centres on gaining information on water velocity (en-route to understanding forces) over a range of spatial and temporal scales that have been targeted a-priori for use in various engineering tools. These potentially include information varying across annual and seasonal time scales (for energy yield calculations) to fluctuations in velocity at time-scales of seconds and below (for blade fatigue analysis studies for example). Sites often exhibit significant spatial variation at scales in the order of several rotor diameters, important for array studies and impacting measurement and modelling campaign specification. Since no single technique currently exists to provide high resolution data for sufficient duration across a wide spatial extent, measurement campaigns must be designed that provide metrics that are obtainable, reliable and representative and moreover that are appropriate for the engineering tools that will use them as model inputs.
Tidal metocean datasets and deployments
The ReDAPT project (2010-2015) conducted, to the authors' knowledge, the most comprehensive metocean measurement campaign centred around an operating tidal turbine, the Alstom 1 MW commercial prototype DeepGEN-IV. The measurement campaign provided calibration and validation data to three separate simulation tools: BEMT models (DNV-GL RA Tidal Bladed) [65] , side-wide hydrodynamic models (MIKE 3) [66] and blade-resolved CFD (code-saturne) [10] . Additional measurement requirements stemmed from the need to produce accurate machine power predictions [67] , which are publicly available [68] .
It is notable that to meet the requirements of these different engineering applications a suite of off-the-shelf sensors, in varying configurations, were required, along with the in-project development of novel systems. For example, whilst the BEMT software operated using inputs of depth profiles of velocity and turbulence intensity values, the CFD required information on mid-depth turbulence length scales in the stream-wise, transverse and vertical directions: parameters not available from the available standard equipment. Hence up to ten turbineinstalled, remotely-operable single-beam ADPs (SB-ADP) were specified and deployed at locations indicated in Fig. 3 along with a single deployment of five SB-ADPS configured as the first demonstrated fieldscale geometrically convergent beam (C-ADP) system [69] . These configurations are discussed further in Section 3.3.2.
Multiple seabed-mounted D-ADPs where successfully deployed between March 2012 and December 2014 at distances between two and five rotor diameters fore and aft of the turbine (in line with the IEC guidance [70] ) accruing over 350 days of data (primarily in paired sets) across all seasons. These provided essential long-term stable ambient conditions upon which to base flow reduction and flow characterisation works. The data is available publicly, in archived format at the UK Energy Research Centre's Energy Data Centre (UKERC-EDC) and at the University of Edinburgh (http://redapt.eng.ed.ac.uk) where analysis continues. 6 Analysis post-ReDAPT was supported by funding from two EPSRC Impact
It is interesting to note that the original ReDAPT programme only targeted the capture and simulation of tidal currents, excluding waves. After a winter deployment however, having assessed the impact of the wave climate on the TEC performance and the turbulence characterisations, this approach was changed and wave measurement became a focus for metocean data collection in the latter stages.
The FloWTurb project builds upon ReDAPT experiences and focuses on wave-current interaction. In 2017 a measurement campaign was conducted to probe spatial variations in mean and turbulent flow conditions at tidal farm scales. In 2018 a dataset (D-ADP) was also collected from the MeyGen tidal site in the Pentland Firth. Other notable projects include TIME 7 which deployed multiple D-ADPs in Scottish waters and trialled newly available 5-beam variants with improved wave measurement capabilities and faster sampling rates, and InSTREAM. 8 InSTREAM has the particular relevance to the replication of site conditions due to the commonality in instrumentation and analysis techniques deployed in the field and laboratory. A related and recently launched European project, RealTide, 9 will further develop the outputs of these projects and install multiple sensors to the Sabella D10 TEC in the Fromveur Passage, France in September 2018. In RealTide flow characterisations with and without the presence of waves are being used to validate both tank tests and blade resolved CFD models, which also feature embedded tide-to-wire models.
Tidal measurement technologies and techniques
As discussed, no single instrument can provide the mean and turbulent metrics required for the commonly used engineering design tools, nor can they capture the information from every location of interest. Acoustic-based techniques, however, have the flexibility to be deployed in various modes and configurations to meet many of the data requirements. Even so, there remains a significant challenge in homogenising, comparing and combining the various data streams and analyses to provide a more holistic map of the flow field.
Acoustic-based velocimetry. Acoustic Doppler Profilers (ADP), particularly in geometrically diverging configurations, are the most commonly used sensor for the measurement of offshore flow velocities due to their large sensing range (typically full depth), ability to operate for extended periods on batteries and unobtrusive flow measurements. They operate via measuring the Doppler shift from their backscattered (via water borne particulates) ultrasonic acoustic emissions. ADPs have been used internationally at multiple well-known tidal channels [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] and can be installed in fixed locations on the seabed, on moving vessels conducting site transects as well as on submerged buoyant structures. Conventional instruments emit acoustic signals from a number of diverging transducers in order to deduce a threedimensional velocity measurement (see Fig. 3 ), relying on the underlying assumption of flow homogeneity, as discussed below.
ADP variants and limitations. The transformation of the velocity components measured in beam coordinates to the instrument coordinate system assumes flow homogeneity i.e., that the underlying flow velocities in the sampled region of a each beam is identical for a given depth layer. This is often a reasonable assumption for mean flow velocities, which typically do not exhibit large inter-beam variation. In tidal channels, the instantaneous flow velocity is seen to vary over a wide range of time and length scales and this assumption is not reliable particularly for coherent turbulent structures that are smaller than beam separation distances which increase with range from the transducer. The instrument processing technique also misrepresents the reporting of large scale eddies [78] .
Additionally, ADP measurements suffer from contamination by Doppler noise which if not corrected leads to overestimates of turbulence intensity (TI), which in turn affects component selection for ORE applications. Correction techniques are available (operating on the assumption that the noise is white) [79] . A detailed description of underlying TI values, following data characterisation to remove timeseries where waves are present, with and without correction, and for varying depth regions of a tidal channel are provided in [2] .
Large scale convergent-beam ADP (C-ADP) systems (as represented in Fig. 3 atop the Alstom DeepGEN IV) are not routinely used and remain at present research systems under development in the UK and Canada [69, 80] . They do however, offer the potential to provide 3D turbulent information, without applying flow homogeneity assumptions, from region of interests to tidal developers e.g., across the rotor plane. Fast sampling miniature C-ADPs, known as Acoustic Doppler Velocimeters (ADVS), are routinely used in test-tanks and for marine boundary layer studies where they can capture small-scale turbulent processes. Their applicability to ORE problems has recently been extended through mounting on motion-tracked compliant moorings to reach sampling locations at significant distances from the seabed [81, 82] .
Recent works have advanced the ability to secure accurate metocean data at the required resolution to return flow and wave metrics important to ORE applications. Challenges remain however. Instrument ease-of-installation and robustness needs to be improved with accelerated cable and connector degradation an issue. Long term biofouling and its impact on sensor performance requires assessment. Cost of sensor equipment is high in a sector with lower profit margins than, for example, the oil and gas industry. The standardisation of post-processing techniques could be improved and data could be shared more rapidly and openly. The further development of advanced sensors (including position-aware moored systems and actuated/scanning systems) will provide improved information on turbulence, and the bridging of separate flow descriptions, through mathematical techniques and intra-instrument comparison, will provide a more complete map of the coherency in flows, enabling better inputs for numerical and physical modelling.
Progress in the characterisation and replication of the ocean environment at scale
Introduction
The capability of physical modelling facilities have progressively advanced, with multi-directional wave basins incorporating current generation capabilities now operational at several locations world wide, including the FloWave Ocean Energy Research Facility in which the work demonstrated here was applied. The analysis techniques demonstrated below are built upon the motivations laid out in Section 2, to replicate in detail the conditions at representative ocean energy deployment sites, taking full advantage of access to state-of-the-art field measurements and physical modelling facilities.
Test facilities for advanced replication
In order to generate at scale the sea states measured in Section 3, the selected facility will typically have to be capable of generating: multidirectional seas states (including non-parametric spectra); waves in combination with collinear or non-collinear current; and current with representative turbulence and velocity profiles. Other important elements of a facility are adjustable water depth (or representative water depth) and supporting infrastructure (e.g. instrumentation) to allow for measurement and validation of the generated seas. Careful (footnote continued) Accelerator Accounts in partnership with Alstom Ocean Energy and Bureau Veritas. 7 Turbulence in Marine Environments -Scottish Government. 8 In-Situ Turbulence Replication, Evaluation and Measurement -Innovate UK and OERA (Canada). 9 RealTide: Advanced monitoring, simulation and control of tidal devices in unsteady, highly turbulent realistic tide environments -EC Horizon2020.
consideration of the facility scale is also of utmost importance as tidal devices in particular are sensitive to non-representative Reynolds numbers associated with Froude scaled velocities. As noted in Section 2.1, the FloWave facility was envisaged by Professor Bryden and others to replicate complex multi-directional wave spectra in combination with fast currents from any direction [3] . The facility was established from the outset as a resource to support the ORE sector and meet the motivations outlined in Section 2. A primary requirement during the design process was the ability to simulate complex directionality, both in terms of wave spectra and the relative wave-current direction. The concept of a circular basin with wave and current generation from any direction was originally proposed by Professor Stephen Salter [83] and the design developed under Professor Bryden was inspired by this proposed configuration, with wavemakers forming the outer circumference of the basin and an underfloor recirculating flow drive system to generate current [3] . The final design utilises 168 active absorbing wavemakers and 28 independently controlled 1.7 m diameter impellers located under the tank floor. This wavemaker layout removes the constraints on directionality, allowing waves to be generated and absorbed over a full 360 degrees. The flow drives are also arranged in a circle, and by operating in paired banks the flow is generated across the tank, being recirculated through the underfloor plenum chamber, as described in more detail in [13] and characterised in [84, 85] .
A key consideration in the design process and justification for FloWave was ensuring that the facility allowed testing at a scale appropriate for ORE devices. The key parameters are driven by Froude scaling considerations, and as such this tends to drive a push towards larger scale models with the aim of reducing the Reynolds number discrepancy. As discussed by Ingram et al. [3] , this resulted in a facility operating at scale range of approximately 1:20-1:40, a Reynolds regime in which tidal turbine tip speed ratio and coefficient of power is comparable to full scale. The final scaling issue is one of depth. The FloWave facility has a depth of 2 m, which is somewhat shallower than many basins operating in this scale category. The advantage of this depth is that it scales well to tidal deployment sites, which typically have water depths of between 20 m and 70 m. Ideally, the facility would incorporate variable depth, but this was not practical to implement in combination with the flow drive hardware. In some cases water depth cannot be correctly scaled within the constraints of a test programme, and this may introduce discrepancies in wavelength, group velocity, and wave power, an issue discussed and quantified in [86] .
Replicating wave climates
There is a long history of using scale models in wave tanks to determine properties of full sized devices, primarily ships and offshore platforms. Guidance has been produced for this, which as covered in Section 2.1 is often conservative. More recently; devices to harness energy from the energetic ocean environment are being tested. Wave energy converters in particular, are designed to resonate with the waves, so previous guidance is not always applicable. Additional parameters need to be considered, to accurately represent the complexity of ocean waves, in order to fully understand the potential for energy capture. To demonstrate this, three case studies showing how advanced wave climates can be replicated in a facility like FloWave are presented in the subsequent sections.
Replicating directional wave climates
This case study focuses on the replication of realistic sea states from buoy data, with a focus on preserving and reproducing the observed directional complexity (see [87] ). Four years of half-hourly data from the Billia Croo wave test site at EMEC was utilised, spanning from January 2010 to December 2013. This comprised a total of 64 974 sea states, after removal of those identified as poor by quality control processes. It is clearly impractical to replicate all of these sea states in tank tests, and as such a classification and data reduction procedure is required. The process of creating a validated set of representative directional wave conditions from buoy data is depicted in Fig. 4 .
In addition to key statistics, the half-hourly data available consists of spectra and directional Fourier coefficients. These allow estimation of half-hourly directional spectra, describing the energy distribution across both frequency and direction. From these spectra, all proxy statistics typically used for site classification and characterisation processes can be derived. There are a variety of approaches available for the reconstruction of directional spectra from directional Fourier coefficients (see e.g. [88] ). Sources including [89, 90, 88, 91] suggest that the Maximum Entropy Principle (MEP) provides the most reliable estimates from single point measurements. As such, it was utilised for the directional spectrum reconstruction in this work.
The aim was to create a subset of statistically representative realistic directional sea states. It is important that the number of sea states is limited as to enable practical replication in the tank tests, hence 40 representative sea states were targeted. An additional consideration was a good range of H m0 and T E in order to populate power matrices. The classification approach taken was to initially partition the data on H m0 and T E using standard binning approaches, which resulted in 21 non-empty partitions. To ensure realism of the directional distributions, the directional spectral form was explicitly considered in the subsequent data reduction procedure. To achieve this, a K-means clustering algorithm was applied directly to the directional spectra in each H m0 -T E bin, with the number of directional spectrum sub-clusters proportional to the bin population. This creates partitions in directional spectral shape which best describes the range of conditions present. The mean directional spectrum of each cluster was then utilised as the representative sea state, resulting in 41 representative conditions. The outputs of the classification procedure in H m0 -T E and S f ( ) space are depicted in Fig. 5 . An example of the directional spectra resulting from one H m0 -T E bin is shown in Fig. 6 , showing the significant range of directional and frequency distributions associated with broadly similar values of H m0 and T E . This highlights the importance of considering these sea state features. The response and corresponding power capture of devices subject to this range of conditions will differ greatly.
The representative directional sea states resulting from this work were Froude scaled using the ratio between the depth of the site and the test facility. The 38 sea states which subsequently did not breach tank limits were generated using the single-summation method of directional sea state generation [92] . The sea states were measured using a directional array of wave gauges, with incident and reflected directional spectra evaluated using the SPAIR method [4] . The incident spectrum of each sea state was corrected to achieve the desired wave amplitudes in a single iteration. Two examples of the final measured frequency and directional distributions are compared with the target spectra in Fig. 7 . Mean errors in the directional spectra were around 10% for all sea states generated. These 38 sea states represent an extensive validated set of directional spectra which cover the range of conditions expected at the Billia Croo wave test site. They have been used to test wave energy devices in the FloWave tank, and demonstrate that increased direction and frequency spectral realism can be used in tank testing. Similar approaches may be employed on additional datasets, and the data reduction methodology adapted to suit the aims of the test programme and device sensitivity.
This can be extended to the simulation of extreme directional wave climates, as shown in [87] . This is more challenging however, as the nature of extreme condition definition usually involves extrapolation. As such, it is difficult to know the likely frequency and directional spectral shapes associated with extreme sea states. In [87] a 'nearest neighbour' approach was used to inform the likely directional distributions. Bivariate environmental contours of H m0 and T E were estimated using the I-FORM method [93] , and points along the H m0 -T E contours associated with pre-defined return periods chosen as the extreme test conditions. The nearest (in H m0 -T E space) observed directional sea states were subsequently identified, and scaled to the desired statistical values for the tests. Although this approach is only based on a limited number of observations it ensures realistic directional distributions are included in extreme sea state generation.
Replicating directional wave climates in low currents
This case study details recent work on the replication of directional sea states in the presence of low current velocities typical of those present in the open ocean. This was identified as an area of importance as there are often low current velocities present at locations of interest to wave energy. The effect of these currents is typically ignored and they are seldom measured, yet can have a significant influence on wave properties and hence device response. Fig. 8 demonstrates the effect of a current on the wave climate for a representative wave condition, highlighting that the available power and sea state steepness are significantly altered. If the current is unknown, assumed values of these parameters will have significant errors, . Numbers relate to the power of the sea state from 1 (highest) to 41 (lowest).
owing to the incorrect computation of wavenumbers and group velocities. Both steepness and power available are of critical importance to device response and assumed efficiency of the machine, and as such it is important to know the true range and nature of the wave-current conditions devices will operate in. In addition, it is important to test devices in such conditions so they may be better understood and optimised prior to full-scale deployment.
This example, presented in detail in [24] , demonstrates the simulation and validation of non-parametric directional spectra in the presence of current. A representative directional sea state resulting from the Billia Croo data reduction process (see Section 4.3.1) was chosen and generated at five angles relative to a variety of current speeds (0 m/ s, 0.05 m/s, 0.1 m/s, 0.2 m/s used, corresponding to up to 1.0 knots full scale). A correction procedure was implemented to ensure the desired component wave amplitudes were attained in the different current velocities, accounting for wave-current interaction in the tank. The resulting frequency spectrum, directional spectrum, and frequencyaveraged Directional Spreading Functions (DSFs) for the 0.1 m/s case are depicted in Fig. 9 . It is evident that the frequency and directional distributions are very close to that desired, demonstrating that the generation of complex realistic directional sea states in current is achievable and can aid in increasing the realism of tank testing outputs.
Replicating tidal environments
When replicating tidal energy sites, turbulent flow parameters such as bulk flow, vertical flow profile TI, and lengthscales, are obviously important. In some flumes it is possible to change the vertical flow profile or to increase TI by introducing vortices using a grid (e.g. [43] ); however this is still not replicating the tidal site-specific turbulence. It has also been suggested that peak loads induced by waves are most significant, and can be several orders of magnitude larger than ambient turbulence [54] . Therefore the following examples from the SuperGen project showcase recent work on creating combined wave-current conditions in a large basin.
Simulating irregular wave conditions in fast currents
This example focuses on the recreation of combined wave-current environments when the current is large, and hence demonstrates the replication of tidal energy sites which are exposed to waves. Site data collected as part of the ReDAPT project was utilised, obtained from the EMEC Fall of Warness grid-connected tidal test site. Full scale velocities of 1.2, 1.8, and 2.4 m/s were chosen, and wave cases both following and opposing the current were identified which were common in the site data. The combinations of current velocity, peak wave period, and significant wave height chosen are detailed in Table 2 , noting that common wave heights opposing the current are larger due to the wavecurrent interaction. Due to a lack of detailed spectral and directional information from the available datasets, wave conditions are defined as uni-directional JONSWAP spectra. This assumption of uni-directionality is usually valid for tidal channels where the incident wave directions are constrained by the channel width.
The combined wave-current conditions were Froude scaled according to the depth ratio. An iterative correction procedure was implemented to obtain the desired wave spectra when averaged over an array of wave gauges covering the location where tidal turbines are installed. The resulting normalised frequency spectra compared with desired are shown in Fig. 10 . It is noted that, although discrepancies are generally small, there was difficulty in obtaining the correct high frequency part of the spectrum for the following wave conditions in fast currents. This is a result of significant wave-current interaction causing a large reduction in the measured amplitudes; whereby the required input amplitudes to correct this exceed the wavemaker limits at these high frequencies.
As the conditions generated are representative of tidal energy sites the resulting combined wave-current velocities are of key importance. As such the velocity spectra at five depths were obtained for each of the wave-current conditions, and are presented in Fig. 11 . When current velocity is high (cases C & F) those parts of the spectrum that are turbulence related are of higher magnitude, meaning the addition of waves has less relative influence. This is particularly true for case F with small wave height and short wavelengths as a result of the low wave period. A decay of wave-induced velocities with depth is also as expected, and more rapid decay with depth is observed with sea states with higher peak wavenumbers, e.g case C (high opposing current) and D-F (lower T p ).
Simulating extreme focused wave events in fast currents
Focused wave groups are common practice for testing offshore structures [95] , however their generation in current is rarely documented (see [96] for recent published work). The authors are not aware of published work on their use for assessing peak loads on tidal turbines, but recently submitted work demonstrates this capability and their subsequent effectiveness in following conditions [97] . This case study briefly details unpublished work on the creation of focused wave troughs in the presence of fast opposing currents; conditions expected to give rise to peak loads on tidal turbines when waves oppose the predominant current direction.
The target trough amplitude for the extreme wave event was based on the expected maximum trough associated with a pre-defined, and previously generated, JONSWAP wave spectrum (H m0 =2.8 m, T p =12.6 s, =3.3; full-scale statistics as measured in 3.1 m/s current). Following [98] , the expected trough amplitude, based on the number of waves, was calculated as 2.3 m. An inverted version of the NewWave focused group (detailed in [41] ) was used to define the target time series and associated spectrum. After Froude scaling the conditions, an iterative correction procedure was implemented to obtain the desired frequency dependent phase and amplitudes. Five iterations were Fig. 9 . Final non-parametric directional spectra following correction, at 5 relative angles to current. Top row shows spectral density S f ( ), middle row weighted mean directional spreading function DSF mean , and bottom row directional spectra E f ( , ) for 0.1 m/s current [24] . Fig . 10 . Final desired vs. mean measured spectra for wave-current conditions A-F defined in Table 2 . Cases D-F presented in [94] .
required to attain the desired surface elevations, with the measured time and frequency domain results shown in Fig. 12 . It is evident that the wave packet, spectrum, and trough amplitude in particular have all been well produced. This demonstrates that focused wave groups can be created in fast currents provided the group velocities are significantly larger than turbulence (otherwise focusing will be non-repeatable). These conditions have recently been used for testing a scaled tidal turbine, used as a rapid tool for the assessment of extreme loads in combined wave-current environments.
Discussion and outstanding challenges
Presented within this paper are recent advances in the measurement, characterisation, and subsequent replication of realistic directional wave and wave-current conditions. Advanced site replication enables ORE devices to be tested in conditions representative of their operating environment by bringing the complexities observed at sea into the laboratory. Challenges still remain to further advance this approach, both in terms of data collection and test tank capability.
Measurement and metocean datasets
The demands of the ORE sector and the establishment of test sites such as EMEC in Orkney, UK has resulted in the production of datasets of high fidelity and long duration in representative deployment locations (Section 3). This is most evident for wave measurement, with long Fig. 11 . Horizontal velocity spectra for wave cases A-F (defined in Table 2 ) for three depths (Z measured upwards from tank floor, water surface at 2 m). Cases D-F presented in [94] . term directional wave data available for sites such as Billia Croo at EMEC. The opportunity and capability now exists to interrogate these wave datasets at a spectral level, as detailed in Section 4.3.1. This process provides a reduced dataset practical to realise in the tank, without the constraints of parametric spectral inputs. The resultant test matrices capture the potentially complex wave directionality present at an ORE deployment site, providing the opportunity to better replicate ORE energy generation, sea-keeping, and structural loads. These datasets have primarily been gathered with established point-measurement technologies, and as such spatial variability is difficult to characterise. Novel, or less-established, techniques deploying remote sensing (e.g. satellite and X-Band radar) have the potential to fill this gap.
Datasets describing tidal energy deployment sites have largely been limited to short term deployments of seabed mounted acoustic Doppler instruments, typically providing a vertical profile with bins separated in the order of tens of centimetres. The characterisation of turbulence is key for the tidal energy sector due to its influence on structural design, but the effectiveness of the established Doppler instruments for this application is limited by assumptions of homogeneity across multimetre scales. Novel measurement techniques deployed in the Fall of Warness, Orkney, UK under the ReDAPT project, as described in Section 3.3.2, reduce this assumed homogeneity scale by an order of magnitude and give improved confidence in the conditions required for laboratory replication. However, at present this converging beam approach does not provide the depth profiling associated with conventional instruments, a feature which may be possible with future developments of the sensing technology.
The final issue to consider is that real world tidal deployment sites experience significant wave action, and vice-versa. The ReDAPT dataset offers information on both the wave and current conditions, yet is limited in duration and currently does not provide information on wave directionality. Measurement of currents is also limited for the Billia Croo wave test site. Indeed, it is often the case with site data that either they do not measure a comprehensive set of parameters or their duration is limited, and inherently the spatial range of site data is limited. This requires the use of wide-area numerical models to enable data to be obtained over wide spatial areas and over long time frames. At present there exists only a small number of validated combined wavecurrent models (e.g. [99] ). In future it is likely that numerical models validated by existing combined wave-current datasets will offer significantly increased potential in terms of site recreation capability.
Replication in the laboratory
Site-specific simulation aims to reproduce observed site complexity in laboratory environments capturing features including: complex wave-directionality; representative tidal turbulence; temporal and spatial variation of the tidal flow; and combined wave-current conditions. The replication work presented in this paper was undertaken at the FloWave Ocean Energy Research Facility at The University of Edinburgh, a circular wave-current basin designed to deliver many of these capabilities. To date, site-replication has delivered detailed nonparametric directional spectra, combined wave-current recreation, and tidal flows with site-representative turbulence levels (defined in terms of Turbulence Intensity). Despite advances in the hardware and facilities focused on the needs of the ORE sector, limitations and challenges remain, particularly for the recreation of turbulent characteristics and spatial variability measured in the field (highlighted as issues in [100] ). To make progress in this areas it is likely that test facilities will need to consider the influence of bed topography, a factor that has been shown to significantly influence turbulent flow structures through numerical modelling and field studies (e.g. [101] ). The production of site-specific turbulence spectra in the laboratory will require consideration of more complex and controllable flow generation systems, a considerable challenge when considered in the context of a large basin. Furthermore, measurement techniques for detailed turbulence characterisation at tank scale must be further developed to support validation against field data [102] .
The recreation of combined wave-current sea states has been demonstrated with both long irregular seas with low velocity current, and energetic current with focused design waves (Section 4.4). These approaches are aimed primarily at the wave and tidal sectors respectively, and illustrate the utility of a combined wave-current basin for ORE research. Certain elements of recreation remain challenging, reflections or excitation of tank specific modes e.g. cross waves, may arise and cause deviation from the desired sea state. Absorbing beaches and/or active-absorbing paddles are used to minimise these. However, there will always be boundary effects not present in the real sea. Measurement and analysis techniques can be utilised (e.g. [103] ) to quantify and characterise the discrepancies in wave-only tests, yet for combined wave-current environments even understanding the discrepancy becomes challenging. At present reliable reflection analysis can be implemented when flow speeds are low and turbulence fluctuations are small relative to group velocities, see [97, 24] . Progressing these techniques to more energetic flows will be an important step for expanded experimental analysis of wave influence on tidal devices with longer duration test runs.
Conclusions
This paper reviews the requirements for, and recent progress in, the simulation of the ocean environment for offshore renewable energy applications. In addition to summarising motivation and key considerations, this article presents highlights of a decade of flagship research covering the process of physical oceanographic data collection, classification, and eventual recreation in advanced experimental facilities. This work demonstrates significant evolution in the approaches and tools available, highlighting recent capability to physically simulate real-world ocean complexity. This progress has been made possible only through the collection and characterisation of high fidelity ocean data and through the development of physical infrastructure able to emulate the conditions measured; areas is which Professor Bryden made extensive contribution. It is demonstrated that by exploiting this new capability, and replicating more of the true complexity of ocean conditions, that offshore renewable energy technologies can be more appropriately tested and understood. This will support nascent wave and tidal energies in their quest for commercial viability, enabling key lessons to be learnt prior to costly full scale deployment.
